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EU Member States are currently negotiating a new financial instrument that would 

introduce fundamental changes to EU foreign policy. If passed in its current form, the €5bn 

European Peace Facility (EPF) would finance EU-backed military operations and activities 

abroad, including the possibility to train and equip with lethal weapons foreign military 

and security forces under the EU flag. By creating this new off-budget facility, Member 

States are circumventing the EU treaties under which the EU budget cannot be used for the 

provision of arms.1 They also place the EU in a position to adopt more militaristic 

approaches to supporting certain governments, including in terms of training, equipping, 

and ‘mentoring’ local military and security forces.  

The undersigned civil society organisations warn that the proposed facility not only fails 

to address the root causes of conflict, but also risks fuelling violations of international 

humanitarian law (IHL) and international human rights law (IHRL), while 

increasing the risk of harm to civilians overall.  

If EU Member States do go ahead in adopting the EPF, they must improve conflict 

prevention and civilian harm prevention and mitigation (1.); exclude the transfer of lethal 

weapons from the proposal (2.); and adopt a due diligence framework to ensure the 

facilities’ activities are conducted in accordance with international law (3.).  

1. Preventing conflict and mitigating civilian harm   

The proposed EPF lacks the features to meaningfully support its objective to prevent 

conflict and preserve peace. Evidence from the recent past shows that the military and 

security assistance measures foreseen to be funded by the EPF are likely to contribute to 

the escalation of conflict, in particular in fragile and conflict-affected settings. In contexts 

such as Afghanistan,2 Somalia3 and the Sahel,4 international interventions (directly or 

through support relationships with local forces) to counter terrorism and neutralise armed 

groups have fuelled further violence, strengthened repressive regimes, enabled armed 

groups to grow and thrive, failed to protect civilians and increased community tensions.5 

In order to avoid this pitfall, the European Union and its member states need to focus on 

strengthening partners’ abilities to protect and support civilians, The operational 

effectiveness and capacity to meet political objectives of long-term peace and stability will 

directly depend on their efficacy in avoiding civilian harm, addressing drivers of conflict 

and fostering human security.  

 

In order to prevent and mitigate civilian harm, the EU and its Member States must adopt 

internal safeguards to ensure that all activities conducted under the EPF are conditional on 

conflict sensitivity assessments, Civilian Harm Mitigation assessment frameworks, and 

PoC (Protection of Civilians) capabilities assessments of local forces. Furthermore, civilian 

harm mitigation measures should be included in all technical support offered to local 



forces, including into the planning, conduct and review of military operations; and trainings 

programmes should introduce a practical approach to risk reduction and mitigation.6 EPF-

funded military assistance actions should also systematically include civilian harm tracking 

(CHT) mechanisms, and civilian complaints mechanisms by partner forces, in order to 

strengthen the EPF’s accountability to the local population, and strengthen the EU’s ability 

to detect, investigate, and mitigate issues. 

 

2. Excluding the transfer of lethal weapons through the EPF  

 

The type of weapons most likely to be transferred under the new instrument – including 

small arms, light weapons and ammunition – are also at greatest risk of misuse and 

diversion.7 In the Sahel region, where the EPF is likely to be used, non-state armed groups 

increasingly get their weapons from national security forces through looting,8 black 

markets9 or simply by being equipped by the national security forces.10 In many conflict-

affected contexts, the EU is currently unable to monitor what happens to the 

equipment it provides after it is handed over to partner governments and security forces. 

Allowing arms transfers through the EPF would contradict the EU’s disarmament efforts, 

as well as global initiatives such as the African Union’s Silencing the Guns campaign.11
 

  
Moreover, the EPF is set to rely only on the current EU arms exports legal framework for 

the compliance of arms transfers with international law.12 Under these rules, Member 

States have the obligation to deny arms export licences when there is a risk that the arms 

to be supplied will be used for human rights violations. Civil society organisations across 

Europe have documented systematic failures in the implementation of this rule,13 resulting 

in frequent transfers of European arms to repressive regimes such as Egypt or Saudi Arabia. 

Relying solely on these rules in the context of the EPF is therefore clearly insufficient 

and will likely result in further arms transfers without ensuring respect for EU law and 

Member States’ human rights obligations. Without effective measures to ensure these rules 

are enforced (including enhancing transparency and setting up alert/early warning 

mechanisms), and considering the high risk carried by arms transfers, the possibility to 

provide lethal weapons must therefore be excluded from the EPF.14  

 
 

3. Developing a due diligence framework 

 

Beyond the issue of equipment, the proposal fails to include appropriate safeguards to 

mitigate civilian harm and prevent IHRL and IHL violations that may arise or be eased as 

a result of assistance measures. In environments such as the Sahel, such violations have 

been widely documented by civil society organisations15 and UN bodies.16 
 

The development of a mandatory due diligence framework, including the conduct of 

a risk assessment and the set-up of mitigating measures, would be a first step towards 

improving the protection of civilians and addressing and preventing IHL and IHRL 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/jul/13/guardians-of-the-bush-brutal-vigilantes-policing-burkina-faso-islamist-militants-ethnic-conflict


violations and misuse of EPF assistance measures. This framework should require the 

conduct of a robust and continuous risk assessment17 by an independent and impartial body, 

in partnership with local and international civil society organisations, before any 

funding support decision is taken and throughout the programme cycle. These reports 

should be publicly available to ensure transparency and accountability. If risks are 

identified, including the risk that violations of international human rights law, international 

humanitarian law and international refugee law may be committed in association with the 

assistance funded, this framework should lead to a decision to limit or not fund support.  

 

Robust internal reporting and monitoring procedures should be established within the EPF 

and conducted in partnership with local communities in civil society. These procedures 

should also include rapid suspension or limitation mechanisms based on previously 

defined conditions and procedures whereby the EU and Member States have the 

obligation to immediately suspend the assistance measure and seek to retrieve all 

supplied equipment from the recipient in case of related human rights violations or 

diversion of equipment.   

 

In order for such due diligence framework to be effective, it must be combined with an 

independent complaint mechanism,18 providing affected citizens and local stakeholders 

with effective recourse to remedy for violations committed under the facility. In any case, 

it is necessary to explicitly establish legal co-responsibility of Member States and the 

EU in ensuring the EPF’s activities are conducted in accordance with international 

law. Both the EU and Member States are called to intervene at different stages of a complex 

decision-making process, which is likely to create confusion when it comes to determining 

which actor bears responsibility for the actions undertaken and activities decided under the 

facility. The complaint mechanism should also be able to issue specific recommendations 

with regard to suspension of arms sales based on Common Position criteria and the Arms 

Trade Treaty. 

 

It is also of utmost importance for the EU to meaningfully engage with local communities 

and civil society at all stages of the process, including in the identification of needs, 

planning, conduct and action review of assistance. As key contributors to peace, the 

involvement human rights defenders and women’s rights organisations19 in conflict-

affected countries must be ensured; their work should be supported through sustainable 

funding programmes with robust human rights, democracy and rule of law components. 

Such engagement with communities is essential for the EU to contribute to peacebuilding 

and to provide non-military responses to conflict and crisis, including through effective 

arms control and disarmament initiatives. 

 

As it stands, the EPF risks feeding into the very dynamics it seeks to break. If leaders 

insist on taking these discussions forward, they must ensure these significant 

shortcomings are urgently addressed and EU Member States use this opportunity to 

make a positive contribution to peace and human rights. 
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